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ON ONE STABLE BIRATIONAL INVARIANT
ILYA KARZHEMANOV
Abstract. This is an expository article in which we propose that (rational)
fibrations on the projective space Pn by (birationally) Abelian hypersurfaces,
for an arbitrary n ≥ 2, provide an obstruction to stable rationality of algebraic
varieties. We discuss the evidence for this proposition and derive some (almost
straightforward) corollaries from it.
1. Introduction
1.1. Let X be an algebraic variety defined over a field k. If not stated otherwise,
char k = 0 and X will be smooth, projective and geometrically integral. We will
denote by k(X) the field of rational functions on X . When speaking about stable
birational geometry of X , one is usually up to some ((bi)rational) interrelation
betweenX and its “stabilization”X×Pk, with an arbitrary k ≥ 1. More specifically,
one is interested in those properties of the field k(X) that (dis)appear when passing
to the field k(X)(t1, . . . , tk), ti being k(X)-transcendental variables. For instance,
one may study such classical question as (stable) rationality of linear quotients
X = V/G (for V := kdimX , G ⊆ GL(V ) a reductive group and the G-action being
free at the generic point on V ), and we refer to [24] (see also [61], [78]) and references
therein for an extensive overview of the state of art. In its turn, a particular (and in
fact the only one) really unavoidable matter in this discussion is the need of stable
birational invariants of X , i. e. those properties of k(X) that “do not change” after
passage to k(X)(t1, . . . , tk) and/or vice versa.
Our aim in this introductory note is like this. First we will give an account
(mostly in this section) of some of classical stable birational invariants of X (see
1.2, 1.4 and 1.7 below). Next we will formulate a problem which seems to be
not accessible by the classical tools (see 1.6, Question C). Then we introduce a
(seemingly new) stable birational invariant of X (see 1.7, 1.9), conjecture one of
its crucial properties (Conjecture 1.11), and after that we deduce Theorem 1.15.
The latter is proved completely in Section 2. We remark that Theorem 1.15 (as well
as Conjecture 1.11) has many quite strong implications, among which we mention
only the solution to our initial problem (= Question C) and another interesting
corollary (= Corollary 1.17), all treated in 1.14. The rest of the paper (Sections 3
and 4) is devoted to the verification (or, if one likes, to the sketch of a proof) of
Conjecture 1.11.
As a result of the overview style we have adopted, the text contains an abun-
dance of Remarks and Intermedias, aiming to guide the reader through the line of
arguments we have employed to attack Conjecture 1.11, as well as to draw some
parallels with relevant theories (the latter are heuristics really and we apologize in
advance for a loose exposition). To sum up, our arguments here mimic in a sense
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(and were inspired by) those in [66], used to construct an algebraic surface (over
Q( 7
√
1)), different from P2 and having ample K, K2 = 9, q = pg = 0. In fact, this
surface is “homeomorphic” to a degree 2 del Pezzo surface, when both brought to
Q2, – the fact established in [66] by means of p-adic uniformization (cf. Intermedia
in 3.23 below).
1.2. To start with, we indicate that the above mentioned classical invariants are
essentially “group-theoretic”. For instance, let G be a profinite group and M be a
free Z-module of finite rank, with continuous G-action (M is called G-module for
short). Then M admits what is called flascque resolvent (see [23]), i. e. there is an
exact sequence
0→M → D → F → 0
of G-modules, where D carries a Z-basis in which G acts by permutations (D is
called a permutation module), and Hom(H1(G′, F ),Q/Z) = 0 for any open sub-
group G′ ⊆ G (F is called flascque module).
Example 1.3. Let T be a k-torus and X ⊃ T a smooth projective completion of
T . Put X¯ := X ×k k¯, T¯ := T ×k k¯ and consider the group D of divisors supported
on X¯ \ T¯ . Let also Tˆ := Hom(T, k¯∗) be the group of characters of T . Then Pic(X¯)
is flasque and one gets a flascque resolvent 0→ Tˆ → D → Pic(X¯)→ 0 of Tˆ .
Further, considering various M up to the direct sums with permutation G-
modules, one gets a homomorphism ρ : SG → FG given by M 7→ ρ(M) := F , where
SG is the semigroup (w. r. t. ⊕) of classes [M ⊕ P | P a permutation G-module]
and FG is the semigroup (of classes of) flascque G-modules. Now, if say L ⊇ k is
a Galois extension with Gal(L/k) = G, then ρ(X) := ρ(H0(UL,O∗UL)/k∗) ∈ FG is
a stable (k-)birational invariant of X . Here U ⊂ X is an open subset such that
Pic(UL) = 0 for UL := U ×k L (see [23]). Furthermore, one gets ρ(X) = 0 when X
is k-rational, thus an obstruction to stable k-rationality.
1.4. Let us now consider the Brauer group Br(k(X)) of the field k(X). One
distinguishes a subgroup Brv(k(X)) ⊂ Br(k(X)) (or simply Brv if k(X) is clear
from the context) – the unramified Brauer group of k(X) – by the property that
for every element γ ∈ Brv and any valuation v of k(X), γ ∈ Br(Av) for the valuation
ring Av of v. Now, to be able to work with (actually calculate) Brv, one interprets
k(X) as the field of invariants in the algebraic closure k(X) of the group G :=
Gal(k(X)/k(X)). Thus X , in a sense, is a “geometric quotient U/G” (see [7], [12],
[13] for the description of the (universal) space U (be advised though that k = Fp
in [12], [13]); we remark that the current discussion is merely a heuristics aimed to
develop some intuition for Brv rather than rigorous statements). Then, for G being
a profinite group, Br(k(X)) can be interpreted as lim−→H
2(Gi,Q/Z) for some finite
groupsGi (quotients of G). In fact, for each γ ∈ H2(Gi,Q/Z) = H2(Gi,k(X)∗) one
constructs a central extension Gi,γ of Gi and then defines a P
m-bundle (for some
m = m(γ) ∈ N) on (a smooth birational model of) X as the quotient (Pm ×Xi)/
Gi,γ , whereXi/Gi,γ ≈ X
1) andXi := U/Ker[G→ Gi] for the previously mentioned
U . We will write, informally, Br(k(X)) = H2(G,k(X)
∗
). One may now apply the
computations from [5] and [6] to identify Brv with the subgroup of those γ ∈
Br(k(X)) that restrict trivially on all the rank 2 finite abelian subgroups in G with
1)≈ stands for the birational equivalence.
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cyclic image in the decomposition group of v (for all v). It also follows from the
Pm-bundle description of Br(k(X)) that this group (together with Brv) is a stable
birational invariant of X (see e. g. [85]).
Remark 1.5. Of course, there are many more (stable) birational invariants (all for
k¯-rational X), such as the sets X(k)/“R-equivalence”, X(k)/“Brauer equivalence”
and the groups CH0(X), Ker
(
deg : CH0(X) → Z
)
of 0-cycles on X , as well as
numerous problems on interactions between these (in the context of the Hasse
principle for example). Let us stop, however, our listing of invariants at this point
and proceed to the main subject of this paper.
1.6. Recall that varietyX is called stably b-infinitely transitive ifX×Pk admits an
infinitely transitive model (w. r. t. the group SAut) for some k (see [9] for the basic
definitions). It is conjectured (= [9, Conjecture 1.4]) this property is equivalent to
X being unirational (see [2] for an implication in one direction). In order to develop
an approach to the conjecture one may consider the next
Question C (= [9, Remark 3.3]). Suppose X is unirational. Does then X × Pk,
some k ≥ 0, admit a model which is infinitely transitive and carries an algebraic
group G action with a Zariski dense orbit (dimG <∞)?
It is not difficult to work out positive answer to Question C in case X is a linear
quotient V/G, as in 1.1, with finite G at least (cf. [9, 3.1]). Thus, in view of the
discussion started in 1.2, it is tempting to test Question C in a more geometric
set-up, namely that when X is a hypersurface (see 1.14). But then we have to look
for such a (stable) birational property of X that would “feel” unirationality (unlike
those properties mentioned above).
1.7. Let us start with some motivation for the forthcoming constructions. Con-
sider an elliptic fibration f : X −→ B over a curve B and suppose that f admits
a section. Form a group I of all elliptic fibrations (over B) having f : X −→ B
their Jacobi fibration (see e. g. [84]). Set Eb := f
−1(b) for b ∈ B. Then there is a
homomorphism
h : I→ ⊕b∈BTors(Eb)
obtained from the fact that every multiple fiber of any elliptic fibration from I is
isogeneous to someEb. Put I0 := Ker(h). This I0 is isomorphic to the Brauer group
Br(X) := H2
e´t
(X,O∗X) of the surface X . This is very much similar to Br(k(X))
(or, as probably more to the point, to Brv) in 1.4 and suggests that the group
Br(k(X)) for any (or at least sufficiently general in HilbX) variety X should admit
an “intrinsic” description in terms of the (birational) geometry of X . Without
going further into discussing the philosophy, let us just say that we are up to the
existence of rational fibrations f : X 99K B, where B is a curve and generic fiber
of f is birational to an Abelian variety. Call such X b- Hamiltonian (or b.- H. for
short). Then we claim that being b.- H. is a stable birational invariant of X , i. e.
X is b.-H. if (iff?) X×Pk is so for some (all?) k ≥ 1. This setting, however, is too
general to be true, and we now pass to imposing some constraints on X and giving
the precise statements.
Remark 1.8. One may draw a parallel between the above description of the “Brauer-
like” objects, namely Br(k(X)) vs. Br(X), and the “algebraic” approach of [1] vs.
“transcendental” methods of [21], with considerations of both [1] and [21] boiling
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down to that in H3(X) (see also [31], [72], [22]). Indeed, given a conic bundle (or the
Severi – Brauer) structure X −→ S (with certain restrictions on the discriminant),
one naturally assigns with X a quaternion algebra A (the Azumaya algebra of rank
4) over k(S). This A is a 2-torsion element in Br(k(S)), which yields H4(X,µ2) and
hence H3tors(X,Z) 6= 0, with the latter being an obstruction to (stable) rationality
of X . From the transcendental side in turn, one considers J(X) := H3(X,C)/
(H3(X,Z) + H1,2) (dimX = 3), the intermediate Jacobian of X , which is an
Abelian variety with a principal polarization Θ. The fundamental property of
J(X) is that when X is rational, then (J(X),Θ) ≃
∏
i
(J(Ci),Θi) as principally
polarized Abelian varieties, where Ci are some smooth curves with Jacobians J(Ci)
and theta-polarizations Θi. Note however that the “stable” version of J(X) does
not make sense in the current setting (but compare with Theorem 1.15 below).
1.9. Throughout the paper An denotes an Abelian variety of dimension n.
Definition 1.10. We call An rully if there exists a sequence of Abelian subvarieties
0  A1  . . .  An−1  An.
The subject of primary interest for us in the present narrative will be the fol-
lowing:
Conjecture 1.11. Projective space Pn is b.- H. for any n ≥ 2. More precisely,
there exists a rational fibration Pn 99K P1 with generic fiber ≈ An−1 for some rully
Abelian variety An−1.
Let µn be the cyclic group of order n. An elementary manifestation of Con-
jecture 1.11 is the rational surface (E × P1)/µ2 fibred by elliptic curves ≃ E (cf.
Example 1.12 below). At the same time, one can not extend the same construction
verbatim to the case of the quotient (En × P1)/µ⊕nn , n ≥ 2, with µ⊕nn acting di-
agonally (and componentwise on En) via ±. However, we will reincarnate similar,
“geometric”, approach to Conjecture 1.11 later in Section 4.
Let us now collect some examples and heuristics in support of Conjecture 1.11
(the reader will find more discussion in Section 3).
Example 1.12. Given an elliptic curve E and nine points P1, . . . , P9 ∈ E, the
condition m
∑9
i=1 Pi = 0 in the group E(C), for some m ≥ 1, is equivalent to the
existence of a curve Z ⊂ P2 having degZ = 3m and multPi(Z) = m for all i. If
f = 0, g = 0 are equations of E,Z respectively, then generic curve on P2 given by
λfm + µg = 0, λ, µ ∈ C, is birational to an elliptic curve. This is the example of a
Halphen pencil on P2 (thus Conjecture 1.11 is trivial when n = 2) and in fact any
Halphen pencil (= 1-dimensional linear system with generic element birational to
an elliptic curve) on P2 is reduced to this one (for an appropriate m) via Cremona
transformations. This is a classical result (Dolgachev –Bertini theorem), proved
in [30], which provides one with a huge source of problems of similar type for
other rationally connected varieties, such as existence and (explicit) description of
Halphen pencils (i. e. generic hypersurface in the pencil is required to have Kodaira
dimension 0) on these varieties (compare with Conjecture 1.11 or Theorem 1.16
below for instance). Unfortunately, the case of P2 seems to be rather an exception (a
gem if one likes), since in general one should not expect similar neat (or “contact”)
description of special fibrations on Pn say, n ≥ 3. In the latter case for example, if
An−1 is as in Conjecture 1.11, then its image in Pn is necessarily a non-normal (!)
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hypersurface, as one easily elaborates via the Lefschetz-type theorem(s) (see e. g.
[?, 3.1]), together with [52, Theorem 11] and [41, Corollaries 1.3, 1.5].2)
To overcome the difficulty pointed out in Example 1.12, we develop the above
observation with (E × P1)/µ2 further. The idea is to use (annoying) similarity
between two “torus-like” objects: An(C) = Cn/Zn and (C∗)n. We would like to
stress that this similarity between two different types of tori becomes even stronger
when the ground field k = C is replaced by a field having char = p > 0. Namely, if
k is the global field Fp(t) say, and A
n is ordinary (see 3.10 below), we indicate in
Section 3 that (after completing and closing k further) the underlying topological
spaces An(k) and Pn(k) are homeomorphic. This is done in a framework very much
typical to the one developed along the uniformization theories for modular varieties
(see Intermedia in 3.23 for discussion and references). The only difference is that
instead of considering moduli (cf. 1.7) we stick to the patching data inscribed
into the one solid An. This is a familiar type of duality one meets in Ka¨hler
geometry for instance, where variation of Ka¨hler structure (V, ω), ω ∈ H2(V,Z),
on a compact complex manifold V may equally be seen in terms of the action of
the symplectomorphism group SDiff(V, ω) on V (see e. g. [32]). Again we postpone
the discussion of further analogies until Section 3 and go on with applications of
Conjecture 1.11.
Remark 1.13. Take the 3-dimensional hyperbolic space H := C × R≥0 acted (iso-
metrically) by a free subgroup Γ ⊂ PSL(2,C) in g ≥ 2 generators. The action of Γ
extends to the one on the ideal boundary of H identified with P1(C). Let ΛΓ ⊂ P1
be the closure of the attractive and repulsive fixed points for all the elements γ ∈ Γ.
Then for the complement ΩΓ := P
1 \ ΛΓ, the quotient X := ΩΓ/Γ is a Riemann
surface of genus g, and the covering ΩΓ −→ X is called Schottky uniformization
of X (in fact every (oriented) Riemann surface admits a Schottky uniformization).
Again, in line with the previous discussion let us note that X ⊂ H//Γ, a 3-dim
handlebody of genus g. We refer to [60] (especially, to a beautiful parallel with the
p-adic case, treated in [67], [68]) for further illustrations and applications of this
“introducing-extra-dimension” principle. This is another supplement for treating
geometric objects over a global field of char > 0 (cf. 3.23 below).
1.14. The main result actually proved in this paper is the following:
Theorem 1.15. Assuming Conjecture 1.11, suppose X is stably rational, i. e.
X × Pk ≈ Pn+1 for some k and n = dimX + k − 1. Then one (or both) of the
following holds:
• X is rationally fibred by hypersurfaces of negative Kodaira dimension;
• X is b.- H.
Given Theorem 1.15, it is tempting to produce examples of non-stably rational
rationally connected varieties, in addition to linear quotients and conic bundles
discussed above.3) Let us first mention the following result (see also [17], [19]):
2)We should mention here a construction, which is due to J.Kolla´r, justifying Conjecture 1.11
in the case n = 3. Namely, let E be an elliptic curve with the µ3-complex multiplication. Then
the quotient X := (E ×E × P1)/µ3 by (non-trivial) diagonal µ3-action is a rational 3-fold with a
map X 99K P1 whose general fiber = E ×E.
3)Note that any cubic 3-fold X3 ⊂ P4 is b.-H., since X ≈ P3/τ for a birational involution
τ ∈ Bir(P3), and so the arguments in the proof of Corollary 1.19 apply.
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Theorem 1.16 (see [45], [25], [18]). Any smooth quartic 3-fold X4 ⊂ P4 is not b.-
H. and can not be rationally fibred by hypersurfaces of negative Kodaira dimension.
Theorems 1.15, 1.16 and Conjecture 1.11 yield
Corollary 1.17. Any smooth quartic 3-fold X4 ⊂ P4 is not stably rational.
Theorem 1.15 is proved in Section 2 (see Remark 2.18 for an outline). Let us
indicate that Theorem 1.15 relies mostly on Theorem 11 in [52] (and is similar, in a
way, to Theorem 14 in loc. cit.) and on [51, Theorem 11.1], and these are the only
(essentially) non-trivial results used in the proof. We will return to the exposition
of [52] later in Section 4.
Remark 1.18. In the setting of Conjecture 1.11, it is easy to modify the arguments
of Section 2 in such a way that the assertion of Theorem 1.15 still holds, with Pn
replaced by some unirational b.- H. variety P with a transitive regular action of the
group Aut(U) on a Zariski open subset U ⊆ P (as one just needs irreducibility of
intersections of x×Pk, for various (generic) x ∈ X , with (birationally) rully Abelian
hypersurfaces in X × Pk).
Corollary 1.19. Let X be as in Question C. Then the same options as in Theo-
rem 1.15 hold in this case.
Proof. Indeed, since X is considered up to stable birational equivalence, we may
assume that X×Pk = G/H for some k, where G is a connected algebraic group and
H ⊂ G is a finite subgroup (see [9], [8]). Then notice that G ≈ Pn (see [20]), with
n ≫ 1, so that one finds a 1-parameter family {At}t∈C of (birationally) Abelian
hypersurfaces inG (with At ∼ A′t (linearly equivalent) for all t, t′, as Conjecture 1.11
predicts). Pick a generic point P ∈ G and some At ∋ P . It suffices to establish
that (H · P ) ∩ At = {P} (scheme-theoretically) for the H-orbit of P . Indeed, if
this is the case, then for generic t′ the hypersurface At′ maps isomorphically into
P := G/H under the quotient morphism q : G −→ P, and the cycles q∗(At), q∗(At′)
are rationally equivalent. But P is rationally connected, which implies that in fact
q∗(At) ∼ q∗(At′), and we are done by Remark 1.18.
Now, in order to achieve the identity (H ·P )∩At = {P}, we take an appropriate
σ ∈ Bir(G) such that σ(P ) = P and σ(H · P \ {P}) ∩ At = ∅ (cf. 1.6). It remains
to replace At by σ
−1(At). 
The next example provides negative answer to Question C:
Example 1.20. The quartic X4 ⊂ P4 with equation x40 + x41 + x42 + x43 + x0x34 +
x31x4 − 6x22x23 = 0 is smooth and unirational (see e. g. [45]). One concludes via
Corollary 1.19 and Theorem 1.16.
2. Proof of Theorem 1.15
2.1. We use notations from 1.9. Throughout this section An is supposed to be
rully. Recall that there is a generically 1 -to -1 (onto its image) map from An
to Pn+1 (since Conjecture 1.11 holds by our assumption). Then, composing the
natural projection X × Pk −→ X with a birational isomorphism X × Pk ≈ Pn+1,
we obtain a rational dominant map φ : An 99K X .
Lemma 2.2. The general fiber of φ is irreducible (k ≥ 2).
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Proof. Identify An with a hypersurface in X × Pk. Then φ coincides with the
restriction to An of the projection X × Pk −→ X . The fibers of the induced
morphism An −→ X are all of the form (pt × Pk) ∩ An. Thus it suffices to show
that (pt × Pk) ∩ An is irreducible for generic pt ∈ X .
Recall that An varies in a pencil P on X×Pk. There is also a Zariski open subset
U ⊆ X × Pk with a transitive regular Aut(U)-action. Then we have An ∼ g∗An
for all g ∈ G and an open subgroup G ⊆ Aut(U). In particular, since dimG ≫ 1,
there is a surface Π ⊆ |Ad| such that the line P varies in a 2-dimensional family
on Π. Hence Π = P2 and we may replace P ∋ An by a net. Then (generic) An is
smooth in codimension 1, hence normal, and so φ has irreducible general fiber. 
Let us resolve the indeterminacies of φ:
Y
σ
~~⑤⑤
⑤⑤
⑤⑤
⑤⑤
σ′
  
❆❆
❆❆
❆❆
❆❆
An
φ
//❴❴❴❴❴❴❴ X.
Here we take σ to be composed of the blow-ups at smooth centers. In particular,
we have KY =
∑
aiEi, where Ei are σ-exceptional divisors and ai > 0 for all i.
4)
Furthermore, taking generic Ad+1 ⊂ An, d := dimX , we may stick to the case
n = d+ 1 and so the general fiber F of φ is an irreducible curve (see Lemma 2.2).
Lemma 2.3. There is a proper subscheme Y˜ ⊂ P(σ′∗ωY/X) such that Y˜ ≈ Y and
Y˜ ≃ Y near F .
Proof. Indeed, the curve σ−1∗ F is smooth, l. c. i. and canonically polarized by KY =∑
aiEi, which gives a subscheme in P(σ
′
∗ωY/X) (restriction of the Hilbert family)
birational to Y . 
Let Y˜ be as in Lemma 2.3 and σ˜ : Y˜ −→ X˜ be the induced (flat) morphism
(X˜ ≈ X). We may replace X˜ by its resolution so that σ˜ remains flat. We will also
suppose Y˜ to be normal and CM (the general case can be reduced to this setting).
Lemma 2.4. The induced birational map Y˜ 99K Y
σ−→ An is contracting.5)
Proof. We may assume w. l. o. g. there is a birational morphism f : Y −→ Y˜ . Note
that
KY˜ ≡
∑
aiE
′
i +
∑
bjFj
(numerically) on Y˜ for some bj ∈ Q with Fj · (f ◦ σ)−1∗ F = 0 for all j. Here
E′i are the proper transforms of (some of the) Ei from the above formula for KY
(ai are the same). Further, since σ∗KY = 0 and KY − f∗(KY˜ ) ⊆ Exc(f), we
obtain that f−1∗ Fj = E
′
i for some i = i(j) and every j whenever bj 6= 0. Hence we
may assume that bj = 0 for all j. This implies that f∗KY = KY˜ and so Y˜ has
rational singularities. The result now follows from the weak factorization theorem
for birational morphisms (as An does not contain rational curves). 
4)To be more precise, one has to include the case aj = 0 for some j as well. But then
Y = An, σ = id, φ is regular and it is easy to see that κ(X) = 0, a contradiction.
5)We refer to [53] for standard notions and facts from the minimal model theory.
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2.5. Consider the morphism π : Y
σ−→ An −→ An/Ad−1. Put S := σ′−1σ′(Ω) ⊂
Y for Ω := σ−1∗ (A
d−1). Note that Ω is a fiber of π. It follows from Lemma 2.4
that the induced map π ◦ f−1 : Y˜ 99K An/Ad−1 is defined near f∗Ω for generic
(varying) Ad−1. This allows us restrict to the case Y˜ = Y (the arguments below
work literarilly in the general setting).
Lemma 2.6. The linear system |S| is basepoint-free on Y .
Proof. By construction, the cycles Ω (with varyingAd−1) are all algebraically equiv-
alent on Y , since Ω is a fiber of π. Then the cycles σ′∗(Ω) on X are also algebraically
equivalent. Moreover, since X is smooth and rationally connected, thus having
Alb(X) = 0, all σ′∗(Ω) are in fact linearly equivalent divisors. In particular, since
σ′ is flat, the divisors σ′−1σ′(Ω) ⊂ Y are linearly equivalent as well. Finally, since all
σ′−1σ′(Ω) belong to |S| and Ad−1 was chosen arbitrarily, the assertion follows. 
Choose Σ ∈ |S| generic. Note that Σ is smooth. Also, blowing up X and making
a base change for σ′, we may assume that dim |S| = 1
Proposition 2.7. The hypersurface Σ contains a fiber of the morphism π
∣∣
Σ
: Σ −→
An/Ad−1 =: A2 birational to Ω.
Proof. Suppose not. Then all fibers of π
∣∣
σ(Σ)
have dimension ≤ d−2. Cutting with
A3 ⊂ An we reduce to the case Σ is a smooth surface such that π∣∣
σ(Σ)
: σ(Σ) −→ A2
is finite.
Lemma 2.8. Let KΣ be not σ-nef. Then X is (birationally) fibred by hypersurfaces
of negative Kodaira dimension.
Proof. Notice that σ
∣∣
Σ
is a resolution of indeterminacies of the map φ
∣∣
σ(Σ)
. Also,
since Σ ∈ |S| is generic, the intersections Σ ∩ Ei are irreducible for all i. Let
C ⊂ Σ be a (−1)-curve contracted by σ. Then we have C ⊆ Ej for some j and
−1 = (C2) = mEj · C for the (infinitely close) multiplicity m = 1 of σ(Σ) (w. r. t.
Ej). In particular, for σ(C) is a base point of φ
∣∣
σ(Σ)
, the curve C is a multisection
of the fibration σ′
∣∣
Σ
and so φ(C) is a rational curve on X .
Thus, if d = 2, then there is a rational fibration on X by rational curves φ(Σ).
(Note that at this point we do not need any assumption on the map π
∣∣
σ(Σ)
.) Fur-
ther, varying A3 ⊂ An in our initial setting (with dimΣ = d) and assuming KΣ∩A3
to be not σ-nef for (most of) these A3, we find a bunch of rational curves φ(Σ∩A3)
which cover the hypersurface φ(Σ). This yields a fibration on X as claimed. 
Let us now consider the case of KΣ being σ-nef. Here we use the assumption on
π
∣∣
σ(Σ)
from the beginning. We get
KΣ = σ
∗Kσ(Σ) −
∑
bjEj
∣∣
Σ
.6)
Here Ej
∣∣
Σ
are σ
∣∣
Σ
-exceptional so that bj ≥ 0 for all j. On the other hand, we have
KΣ =
∑
aiEi
∣∣
Σ
= KY
∣∣
Σ
, which gives
(2.9)
∑
(ai + bi)Ei
∣∣
Σ
= σ∗Kσ(Σ)
6)We assume for simplicity that σ(Σ) is normal and Q-Gorenstein.
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(with bi = 0 for non-σ
∣∣
Σ
-exceptional Ei
∣∣
Σ
). Furthermore, the Hurwitz formula
gives
Kσ(Σ) = π
∗(D)
for some effective cycle D ⊂ A2, the ramification locus of π∣∣
Σ
.
Lemma 2.10. If the cycle Ej
∣∣
Σ
is not σ
∣∣
Σ
-exceptional, then Ej
∣∣
Σ
=
π∗[0-cycle on A2], all j.
Proof. Notice that σ(S) is smooth near σ(Ω). This gives (σ(Σ)
∣∣
σ(S)
) ·σ(Ω) = 0 and
σ(Ω)2 = 0. Indeed, we have Kσ(Σ) = π
∗(D), σ(Σ)
∣∣
σ(S)
= Kσ(S) near σ(Ω), and so
Kσ(S) ≡ S · π∗[cycle on A2] (as S ∼ Σ). In particular, Kσ(S) · σ(Ω) = 0 (for Ω is a
fiber of π), thus (σ(Σ)
∣∣
σ(S)
) · σ(Ω) = 0 and σ(Ω)2 = 0.
Now σ(Ej) equals (set-theoretically) π
−1[0-cycle on A2] and the result follows.

It follows from Lemma 2.10 that the left hand side of (2.9) is negative on all the
Ej
∣∣
Σ
that are σ
∣∣
Σ
-exceptional. This shows that bj = 0 for all j.
Lemma 2.11. The rational map φ
∣∣
σ(Σ)
is everywhere defined.
Proof. Indeed, given bj = 0 for all j there are either no σ
∣∣
Σ
-exceptional curves Ej
∣∣
Σ
,
or all of them are (−2)-curves on Σ. We are done in the former case. In the latter
case, arguing as in the proof of Lemma 2.8 we find that Ej
∣∣
Σ
are multisections of
σ′
∣∣
Σ
, thusX is (birationally) fibred by hypersurfaces of negative Kodaira dimension.

According to Lemma 2.11 we may identify σ(Σ) with its normalization Σ (and
φ
∣∣
σ(Σ)
with σ′
∣∣
Σ
). Suppose that the ramification cycle D is big (i. e. D2 > 0).
Lemma 2.12. φ(Σ) ≃ A1.
Proof. Recall that φ
∣∣
Σ
: Σ −→ X is a flat morphism with connected 1-dimensional
fibers. Let |F | be the corresponding linear system on Σ. Note that F = π∗(E) for
an elliptic curve E ⊂ A2 (as (F 2) = 0 and D ∩ E 6= ∅). This gives a morphism
Σ −→ A2 −→ A2/E =: A1 with connected fibers ∼ F . But this means that
φ(Σ) ≃ A1. 
Further, cutting with (varying) n− 3 hypersurfaces from φ∗OX(1) in our initial
setting (with dimΣ = d) and applying the arguments in the proof of Lemma 2.12
to the morphism Σ −→ Ad −→ Ad/E =: Ad−1 (for again KΣ = π∗(D), D is big,
etc.), we obtain that φ(Σ) ≈ Ad−1. Thus X is b.-H. in this case.
Now let D2 = 0. Then (K2Σ) = 0 and the linear system |KΣ| = |π∗(D)| is
basepoint-free.
Lemma 2.13. The cycle S · Σ ⊂ An is supported on the fibers of φ∣∣
Σ
.
Proof. We have S · Σ ∈ |KΣ| and also S · Σ ⊇ F (see the proof of Lemma 2.12).
But S · Σ is a disjoint union of elliptic curves Ci by the assumption on KΣ. The
assertion now follows because (F 2) = Ci · F = 0 for all i. 
Again, cutting with (varying) n − 3 hypersurfaces from φ∗OX(1) in our initial
setting (with dimΣ = d) and applying Lemma 2.13, we get σ(Σ)n = 0. The latter
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means that σ′
∣∣
Σ
factors through the morphism An −→ An/A1. This also holds for
σ′
∣∣
S
(as S ∼ Σ). Furthermore, since Ω ⊂ S, the morphism σ′∣∣
S
admits a (rational)
section. This gives S ≈ σ(S) ≃ A1 × Ad−1. Then S maps onto a curve under the
morphism π. Hence the same holds for Σ ∈ |S|.
Proposition 2.7 is proved. 
We may assume that Ω ⊂ Σ due to Lemma 2.7. Now, if κ(σ′(Ω)) = −∞, then
X is (birationally) fibred by hypersurfaces of negative Kodaira dimension.
Proposition 2.14. Let κ(σ′(Ω)) ≥ 0. Then σ′(Ω) ≈ an Abelian variety.
Proof. Notice first that κ(σ′(Ω)) = 0 because κ(Ω) ≥ κ(σ′(Ω)) for generically finite
dominant σ′
∣∣
Ω
: Ω −→ σ′(Ω). Also, since σ′ is flat with 1-dimensional fibers,
the morphism σ′
∣∣
Ω
is finite. Then, for σ′(Ω) is smooth (cf. Lemma 2.6) and not
uniruled, the result of [52, Theorem 11] implies that σ′
∣∣
Ω
is e´tale.7) This yields the
estimate
d− 1 = q(Ω) ≤ q(σ′(Ω))
for irregularities.
On the other hand, the Leray spectral sequence (applied to σ′
∣∣
Σ
) shows that
(2.15) q(Σ) = q(σ′(Ω)) + g,
where g is the genus of a fiber of σ′
∣∣
Σ
. Furthermore, restricting the morphism
π : Y
σ−→ An −→ An/A2 =: Ad−1 to Σ, we obtain a morphism f : Σ −→ Ad−1.
Note that the fibers of f are connected because Ω ⊂ Σ is (generically) its section.
In particular, we get
(2.16) q(Σ) = q(Ω) + g′,
where g′ is the genus of a fiber of f , and so g ≤ g′.
Lemma 2.17. The estimate g ≥ g′ holds.
Proof. We may replace σ′(Ω) by its e´tale cover Ω, make a base change for σ′
∣∣
Σ
,
reduce to the case of σ′
∣∣
Σ
being a fibration over Ω (with connected fibers and a
section), and thus arrive at q(Σ) = q(Ω)+ g (in place of (2.15)). Then (2.16) turns
into q(Σ) = q(Ω) + (g′ − 1)m+ 1 for some m ≥ 1. This gives g ≥ g′. 
Lemma 2.17 implies that q(σ′(Ω)) = d − 1 as well. The assertion now follows
from [51, Theorem 11.1]. 
Proposition 2.14 finishes the proof of Theorem 1.15.
Remark 2.18. It is instructive to illustrate the preceding arguments on a model
example, that is of X := P2, An := A3. One proceeds along the following steps:
• start with a rational map φ : A3 99K X with irreducible fibers, resolve φ
via σ : Y −→ A3 as in 2.1, arrive at a regular fibration σ′ : Y −→ X and
reduce to the case when σ′ is flat (see the beginning of 2.5);
• each surface S = σ′−1σ′(Ω) carries an elliptic curve Ω ⊂ Y which is a
multisections of the fibration σ′
∣∣
S
;
7)Note that σ′
∣
∣
Ω
is not ramified along the σ
∣
∣
Ω
-exceptional locus by generality of Σ ⊃ Ω.
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• as σ′ is flat, the linear system |S| is the pullback of a linear system on
X , and we may then assume |S| to be a basepoint-free pencil (as before
Proposition 2.7);
• for general Σ ∈ |S|, we observe that if the divisor KΣ is not σ
∣∣
Σ
-nef, then
φ(Σ) is a rational curve, which gives a pencil of rational curves on X (see
Lemma 2.8);
• in turn, if KΣ is σ
∣∣
Σ
-nef and the factorization map A3 −→ A3/A1 = A2
(where A1 = σ(Ω)) induces a finite morphism σ(Σ) −→ A2, then the
map φ
∣∣
σ(Σ)
is everywhere defined, and we may assume that σ(Σ) = Σ (see
Lemmas 2.10, 2.11);
• furthermore, if the above map σ(Σ) −→ A2 has big ramification locus, then
we obtain (Lemma 2.12) that φ(Σ) is an elliptic curve, and so X is b.- H.
in this case;
• in the remaining cases, the surfaces Σ ∈ |S| carry elliptic curves ≡ Ω on
Y , and these give either a rational or an elliptic fibration on X = P2 (cf.
Proposition 2.14).
3. Evidence for Conjecture 1.11: an algebraic approach
3.1. Elliptic curves. The most direct way of relating Ad to Pd is via the uni-
formization of Ad. Namely, one introduces a number of (transcendental) parame-
ters, having their source in the affine space kd and the target in Ad. For instance,
classically one has Ad(C) = Cd/Λ, where Λ ⊂ Cd is a full sublattice. We are up to
a similar picture over (almost) arbitrary ground field k. In what follows, we will
be mostly concerned with the case d = 1, that is of A1 =: E being an elliptic curve
(this should suffice to develop the necessary intuition for any Ad).
Recall that E is given by an equation (in the Weiestrass normal form)
y2 = 4x3 − g2x− g3
on the (x, y)-plane, with some g2, g3 ∈ k, where we suppose p := char k 6= 2, 3.
Adding a new variable z, we identify E with a cubic curve in P2 (the point [0 :
1 : 0] ∈ E being 0 w. r. t. the group law on E(k¯)). Let Ê be the completion of
E at 0 (cf. Example 3.5 below). This is simply the formal scheme Spec k[[t]] for
a k-transcendental variable t. Furthermore, the group law E × E −→ E leads to
a Hopf algebra structure on k[[t]], thus making Ê into a formal (aka local, quasi,
etc.) group (see e. g. [57], [59], [82], [73], as well as 3.3 below, for an account of the
basic theory).
More specifically, letting
x˜ := −2x
y
, y˜ := −2
y
in the above discussion we get E defined by the equation
y˜ = x˜3 +
g2
4
x˜y˜2 +
g3
4
y˜3
on the (x˜, y˜)-plane, and so
y˜ = x˜3(1 +A1x˜+A2x˜
2 + . . .),
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where Ai are homogeneous polynomials in Z[g2/4, g3/4]. On the other hand, for
any two points P1, P2 ∈ E, Pi := (xi, yi), xi, yi ∈ k, one gets the x-coordinate of
the point P3 := P1 + P2 in the form
−x1 − x2 + 1
4
( y1 − y2
x1 − x2
)2
.
Now, substituting the preceding (formal) series expression for y˜i, we find that the
formal group law on Ê = k[[t]] is given by an element G(x1, x2) ∈ k[[x1, x2]], which
carries the following properties:
(G1) G(x1, G(x2, x3)) = G(G(x1, x2), x3) (associativity),
(G2) G(x1, x2) = G(x2, x1) (commutativity),
(G3) G(x, iG(x)) = 0 for a unique iG(x) ∈ k[[x]] (existence of an inverse),
(G4) G(x, 0) = G(0, x) = x (i. e. x = 0 is the identity w. r. t. G).
The series G(x1, x2) is called formal (abelian, over k) group (see 3.3 for further
recollections).
Remark 3.2. It is Ê (and G(∗, ∗)) that we are going to use as a source of “uniformiz-
ers” for E. But before gluing E out of Ê ’s (= constructing entire (multi-valued)
functions on E(k¯)), one has to equip E with extra symmetries, in line with the
complex-analytic case of E(C) above. For instance, heuristically at least, one has
to have a counterpart of the complex conjugation on the set E(k¯) in order to be
able to speak about “entire” (or “holomorphic”) parametrization of E. The latter
forces the topology of k to be fruitful as well. We will develop all these matters
starting from 3.10.
3.3. Formal groups. Here we recall some standard definitions and facts about
(abelian) formal groups. Let us begin with two examples:
Example 3.4. Take the polynomial G(x, y) := x + y + xy ∈ k[x, y] and add up
any two elements a, b ∈ k via a +G b := G(a, b). This defines the multiplicative
formal group Gm := (k,+G) (cf. (G1) – (G4) above). One can easily check the
series φ(x) := log(1 + x) = x − x
2
2
+ . . . gives an isomorphism between Gm and
the additive group Ga := (k,+) (note that the latter can also be regarded as
a formal group with the group law G(x, y) := x + y). More generally, we set
G⊕dm := (k,+G1) × . . .︸︷︷︸
d times
× (k,+Gd), with Gi(x, y) = x + y + xy for all i, and call
this formal group direct sum of d copies of Gm.
Example 3.5. Construction of Ê in 3.1 can be extended to the case of an arbitrary
Abelian variety An. In fact, replacing An by its formal neighborhood at 0 one gets
a formal group Ân. The latter is defined similarly to G(x, y) in (G1) – (G4), with
x replaced by the n-string (x1, . . . , xn) (the same with yi for y) and G replaced by
the n-string (G1, . . . , Gn), Gi ∈ k[[x1, . . . , xn, y1, . . . , yn]]. Thus Ân is a counterpart
of the local group of a (C- or R-) Lie group.
Regard the affine space An as its formal completion at the origin and fix two
formal group structures G1(x, y), G2(x, y) on A
n (as defined in Example 3.5).
Definition 3.6. A formal endomorphism f : An −→ An, f := (f1, . . . , fn), fi ∈
k[[x]], is called homomorphism of formal groups Gi (specifically, from G1 to G2) if
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f(G1(x, y)) = G2(f(x), f(y)). Further, f is an isomorphism, and we put G1
f≃ G2
(or simply G1 ≃ G2 (or G1 ∼→ G2) if no confusion is likely), if there exists an
inverse f−1 (f ◦ f−1 = f−1 ◦ f = idkn) which is also a homomorphism. For
G1 = G2 =: G, we denote by End(G) the set of all group endomorphisms G→ G,
with Aut(G) ⊂ End(G) being the collection of all automorphisms.
If p = char k > 0, then according to [29] after a (formal) coordinate change on
G1 and G2, respectively, one can write fi = x
pk
i , n− sk < i ≤ n − sk+1, for some
0 ≤ sm ≤ . . . ≤ s1 ≤ s0 := n, m ∈ Z≥0.
Definition 3.7. f is called an isogeny if sm = 0.
Example 3.8. In the previous notations, let G2 := G
(pk)
1 , k ≥ 1, be a formal
group with the composition law G2(x, y) obtained by first replacing G1(x, y) by
(G1(x, y))
pk and then substituting xi, yi in place of x
pk
i , y
pk
i , respectively, for all
1 ≤ i ≤ n. Then f := Frkp, with fi := xp
k
i for all i, is an isogeny (the k
th iteration of
the Frobenius Frp). Note that G2 (as a formal scheme) carries the same underlying
topological space as G1, but the structure sheaf OG2 (as a sheaf of kp
k
-algebras) is
identified with OpkG1(as a sheaf of k-algebras).
In view of Definition 3.7 and Example 3.8, the groupsG1, G2 are called isogeneous
(and we put G1 ∼ G2) if there exists an isogeny f : G1 −→ Frkp(G2) = G (p
k)
2 for
some k. Notice that ∼ is an equivalence relation.
Remark 3.9. Replacing kn by its dual, one may associate the dual group G∗ to the
formal group G. Consider Frp acting on G
∗, and its conjugate Fr∗p acting on G. The
group G is thus equipped (canonically) with the multiplication-by-p endomorphism
p · IdG := Frp ◦ Fr∗p = Fr∗p ◦ Frp (see [59, Proposition 1.4]). For instance, if G = Ân
(see Example 3.5), then p · IdG is the localization of the usual multiplication-by-p
endomorphism of An. Note that in the latter case p · IdG is obviously an isogeny –
la proprie´te´ incontournable in the classification of formal groups (cf. Theorem 3.13
below).
3.10. Ordinary Abelian varieties. Let k be as above (p = char k > 0). Recall
that an Abelian variety A := Ad (over k) is called p-ordinary (or simply ordinary
if no confusion is possible) if one of the following equivalent conditions holds:
• A contains pd points of order p;
• the Hasse –Witt matrix Fr∗p : H1(A(p),OA(p))→ H1(A,OA) is invertible.
It is impossible to give here an extensive account of the beautiful theory of
ordinary Abelian varieties (and the interested reader is addressed to the papers [26],
[49], [28], [83] for which we have tried to be in line with in our current exposition).
That is why we restrict ourselves to simply recalling some basic technical facts
which will be used further (see e. g. 3.23 and the end of 3.29).
Let us start with the case d = 1:
Example 3.11. Consider an elliptic curve E given by equation y2 = x(x−1)(x−λ)
(on the affine piece (z 6= 0) of P2 = Proj Fp [x, y, z]) for some λ ∈ Fp \ {0, 1}. If
E is not ordinary, then it is called supersingular – the property characterized by
the vanishing hE :=
m∑
i=0
(
m
i
)2
λi = 0, where m := (p − 1)/2 (see [42, Corollary
13
4.22] for example). In particular, once E is the mod p reduction of an elliptic curve
E˜ defined over a number field K, there is a place p ⊂ K such that E˜ admits an
ordinary reduction modulo p. Note also that if p 6= q are primes and E,E′ are
elliptic curves over Q say, so that hE ≡ 0 mod p but hE 6≡ 0 mod q, and similarly
for E′ with p, q interchanged (we suppose the mod p and q reductions of both E,E′
are non-singular), then E and E′ are not isogeneous (cf. Definition 3.7).
Remark 3.12. The setting of Example 3.11 can be generalized as follows. Let A
be as above (not necessarily ordinary). Suppose A is the mod p reduction of an
Abelian variety A˜ defined over some number field K (with p ∩ Z = (p)). Then,
applying [28, Corollary 2.8], one may choose p (after enlarging K if necessary) to
be such that A is ordinary.
Discussion started in Remark 3.9 finds its further development in the following
fundamental
Theorem 3.13 (see [58, Proposition 2, Theorem 2]). Let Ad be a p-ordinary
Abelian variety over k. Then
Âd ∼ G⊕dm
(cf. Example 3.4). More precisely, there is an isogeny Θ : Âd −→ G⊕dm , defined up
to Frobenius twist, such that Θ ◦ p · Id
Âd
= Frp ◦Θ (cf. Example 3.8).
Remark 3.14. Theorem 3.13 may be considered as the first crucial manifestation of
a “torus-like” uniformization of an (ordinary) Abelian variety we are up to (cf. the
discussion after Example 1.12). Elaborating further the heuristics of Remark 3.2,
let us collect more evidence for such kind of a uniformization, thus making a road
map for the upcoming constructions. The strategy is like this: one first “localizes”
A in some way (to Â as above, or to the Barsotti – Tate group A[p∞], say); after
that the “rigidity” of A comes into play (like the Frobenius action above) to help
one handle the patching data for various “localizations” of A.
3.15. Elliptic modules. We will now stick to the case of a global ground field k
having p = char k > 0. Thus, k is a finite extension of the field Fp(t), where t is a
transcendental parameter.
We are going to introduce another enhancement of formal groups (cf. Re-
mark 3.9), called formal module (structure), as well as its refinement, called elliptic
(or Drinfel’d) module.8) We will be mostly following the papers [33], [34].
Let G ∈ k[[x]] be a formal group as above. All the previous definitions/
constructions for G may be equally carried over some coefficient ring B in place of
k (but still char B = p). Now, given f ∈ End(G) ⊂ B[[x]] we put D(f) := f ′(0),
thus defining a ring homomorphism (differential) D : End(G) → B. Assume in
addition that B is an R-algebra with a ring homomorphism e : R→ B for the ring
of integers R ⊂ k.
Definition 3.16 (cf. [33, §1]). One calls the pair (G,ϕ) a formal R-module over
B for ϕ : R → End(G) being a ring homomorphism such that D ◦ ϕ = e. (The
same definition goes over for k in place of R. Also, when speaking about formal
8)Our interest here is merely a consumer’s one (for simply to establish the canonicity property
of the isomorphism Θ in 3.23 below, using Proposition 3.19 and Lemma 3.22) and the motivated
reader should turn to more fruitful expositions such as [27], [54] or [69] for instance.
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R-modules over a field K ⊇ k, we will be silently assuming that e = the embedding
R ⊂ k.)
Example 3.17. If G is the additive group of B, G(x, y) = x+y (cf. Example 3.4),
and ϕ(f) := fx for all f ∈ R, then one gets the additive formal R-module A (over
B). The crucial property of A is that for any formal R-module B over B there
exists an isomorphism B
ι≃ A of formal k-modules. Moreover, if one restricts to
the case of D(ι) = 1, then such ι is unique (see [33, Proposition 1.2]).
For the additive (algebraic) group G of B, one has End(G) = B{{Frp}}, the ring
of all formal power series
∞∑
i=0
bi ·Frip, bi ∈ B, where b0 ·Fr0p := [multiplication by b0],
so that Frp · b = bp · Frp for all b ∈ B.9) Define the embedding ε : B →֒ B{{Frp}}
via b 7→ b · Fr0p. Let also D : B{{Frp}} → B be the differential homomorphism as
above (with D
(
∞∑
i=0
bi · Frip
)
:= b0). Finally, we introduce the subring B{Frp} ⊂
B{{Frp}} of all “polynomials”
∞∑
i=0
bi · Frip, i. e. bi = 0 for i≫ 1.
From now on B is a field.
Definition 3.18 (cf. [33, §2]). A formal R-module (G,ϕ) is called elliptic if ϕ(R) ⊆
B{Frp} and ϕ(R) 6⊂ ε(B).
Elliptic modules come along with their rank d ∈ N defined by pdegϕ(f) = |f |d,
f ∈ R, for the absolute value | · | w. r. t. to the point ∞ of k (see [33, Propositions
2.1, 2.2]). Further, let ks∞ be the separable closure of the completion k∞ of the
field k at ∞, and set B := ks∞ in what follows. Consider Λ ⊂ B, a (period)
lattice of dimension d, i. e. Λ is a discrete Gal (ks∞/k∞)-invariant R-module with
d generators. Then we define
u(x) := x
∏
06=α∈Λ
(1− x
α
).
This is an entire function on A1 such that u(x1 + x2) = u(x1) + u(x2).
10)
The essential feature of elliptic modules is the next fundamental
Proposition 3.19 (see [33, §3]). Let (G,ϕ) be an elliptic module over ks∞ of
rank d. Then, in the notations of Example 3.17, there exist Λ =: Λ(G,ϕ) and
u =: u(G,ϕ) as above such that ι = u (for (G,ϕ) = B). Furthermore, if f : G1 →
G2 is a homomorphism of elliptic modules (Gi, ϕi) (i. e. f ∈ B[x] and satisfies
ϕ2 ◦ f = f ◦ ϕ1), with the associated lattices Λi =: Λi(Gi,ϕi),11) then wΛ1 ⊂ Λ2 for
some w ∈ ks∞. In particular, the correspondence (G,ϕ)  Λ is an equivalence of
categories.
9)When the (maximal) constant subfield of k is Fq, with q := pk for some power k ≥ 1, one
should rather take Frq := Frkp (and replace Fp by Fq).
10)Here the affine line A1 is identified with the topological space A1(ks
∞
) carrying the rigid
topology induced from k∞.
11)Note that Λi are necessarily of the same dimension.
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Example 3.20. With the formal group Gm from Example 3.4 we will (canonically)
associate an elliptic module over ks∞. This together with Theorem 3.13 is the
glimpse of a uniformization we are looking for (cf. Remarks 3.2, 3.14). Take
f := tx + xp ∈ End(Ga) and consider the group Zf of all x ∈ ks∞ such that
fk(x) = 0 for some (variable) k ≥ 1 (here fk := f ◦ . . .︸︷︷︸
k times
◦f is the kth iteration
of the endomorphism f). Then for the isomorphism φ : Gm → Ga the lattice
Λm := φ
−1(Zf ) determines an elliptic module (G,ϕ) with End(G) ≃ End(Gm)
canonically. Indeed, one can see that ϕ(t)(x) = φ ◦ f ◦ φ−1 = log(1 + ef − 1) = f
(hence φ is an entire function by Proposition 3.19) and Gm(x¯, y¯) = u(G,ϕ)(x + y)
as (additive) group laws, where x¯, y¯ are the classes of x, y modulo Λm. One may
thus think of Gm as being the “elliptic curve” Ga/Λm .
Remark 3.21. In light of the above discussion, any formal group G can also be
identified with its (profinite) Dieudonne´ module (see [59, Ch. I, §4] for instance),
which yields an equivalence between the category of formal groups and discrete
modules (over the ring of Witt vectors enhanced with Frp and p · IdG), similar to
 in Proposition 3.19. However, as Example 3.20 suggests (see also the discussion
in 3.23 below), the equivalence  is more fruitful.
We conclude this subsection by proving the following:
Lemma 3.22. Let (G,ϕ) be an elliptic module and f ∈ Aut (G) ⊂ End (G) its
(formal) automorphism (i. e. f ◦ ϕ ◦ f−1 = ϕ and D(f) = 1). Then f = IdG.
Proof. We may regard G as a formal k-module B (see Example 3.17). Then we
have (f ◦ ι) ◦ ϕ ◦ (f ◦ ι)−1(r) = ι−1 ◦ ϕ ◦ ι(r) = [multiplication by r] for all r ∈ R.
Since D(ι) = D(f) = D(f ◦ ι) = 1, by uniqueness we get f ◦ ι = ι, which implies
that f = IdG. 
3.23. Uniformization. We keep on with the previous notations. Let us assume
in addition that Ad is ordinary and defined over k (as in 3.15). Also, since the
objects of primary interest to us are rully Ad’s, especially those equal to
∏d
i=1Ei
for some elliptic curves Ei/k (cf. 1.9), we will assume w. l. o. g. that A
d is a mod
p reduction of some Abelian variety/Q(t).
Fix some local analytic coordinates x1, . . . , xd on A
d near 0 and consider an
isomorphism of formal schemes
Âd
Θ∼−→ Spec k[[x1, . . . , xd]].
Replacing Âd by Âd
(pk)
for some k ≥ 1, we may additionally assume that there is
an isogeny Âd −→ G⊕dm , which factors through Θ (see Theorem 3.13). Moreover,
replacing each summand in G⊕dm by its Frobenius twist (see Definition 3.7 and
Example 3.8), we reduce to the case of Θ as in Theorem 3.13. Thus Θ is an
isomorphism of formal groups G := Âd and G⊕dm .
For another choice of local analytic coordinates x′i on A
d, say x′ = τ(x) for
some τ ∈ k[[x]], so we get a formal group G′ together with an isomorphism Θ′,
defined similarly as Θ. In order to extend Θ onto the entire Ad (or, if one likes,
to uniformize Ad), it suffices to show that Θ = Θ′ (cf. the proof of Corollary 3.26
below).
First we need the following:
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Lemma 3.24. τ induces an isomorphism G ≃ G′ of formal groups.
Proof. Note that Âd = lim−→
n
Âd/n for Âd/n := Âd ⊗k Spec
(O0,Ad/mn) and the
maximal ideal m ⊂ O0,Ad . Furthermore, the components of τ(x) are all locally
convergent, by the choice of x′. So it is enough to prove the assertion for some
fixed Âd/n (defined over an Artin ring). But the latter is evident because the
group law on Âd/n is induced by the composition Ad ×Ad −→ Ad. 
From Lemma 3.24 we obtain a commutative diagram
G
τ≃ G′
↓Θ ↓Θ′
G⊕dm = G
⊕d
m .
Here the equality G⊕dm = G
⊕d
m reads as Θ
−1∗(xi) = Θ
′−1∗(x′σ(i)) on G
⊕d
m (for all i
and some fixed σ ∈ Sd) due to the next
Proposition 3.25. Θ′ ◦ τ ◦ Θ−1 = IdG⊕dm (up to permutations of summands in
G⊕dm ).
Proof. The case d = 1 follows from Lemma 3.22. Indeed, the elliptic module
structure ϕ associated with Gm is canonically determined by the group law on Gm
(see Example 3.20), which implies that f ◦ ϕ ◦ f−1 = ϕ for every automorphism
f ∈ Aut (Gm). On the other hand, since τ preserves the complex volume form on
Ad, we have D(f) = 1 for f = Θ′ ◦ τ ◦Θ−1.
Now let d = 2 (the case of arbitrary d ≥ 3 differs only by more involved nota-
tions). Given f = Θ′ ◦ τ ◦ Θ−1, we write f = (f1, f2), fi ∈ k[[x1, x2]], and denote
by Gm,i the i
th summand of G⊕dm . After restricting f to Gm,1, projecting Imf onto
Gm,1 (via (x1, x2) 7→ x1) and applying Lemma 3.22 as above, we obtain that either
f1 = 0 or x1, both modulo the ideal (x2).
12) Similarly we have f2 = x2 or 0 mod
(x1). Thus, we may assume that fi = xif˜i for some f˜i ∈ k[[x1, x2]], f˜i = 1 mod
(x1, x2).
Further, letting x2 := λx1 for an arbitrary λ ∈ k and applying Lemma 3.22 once
again, we obtain that both of the automorphisms of Gm,1, given by
x1 7→ (x1f˜1(x1, λx1), λx1f˜2(x1, λx1)) pr7→ x1 (resp. x2),
are trivial. This implies that f˜i = 1 and completes the proof of Proposition 3.25. 
Further, we endow variety Ad with a rigid analytic structure (over k∞), as
defined in [15] or [4] for instance. The preceding discussion condensates to the next
Corollary 3.26. The components of the map Θ are entire analytic functions on
Ad.
Proof. Proposition 3.25 implies that Θ′ = Θ ◦ τ−1 is an analytic continuation of
Θ. More precisely, (Θ−1 ◦ τ−1)∗(xi) are (formal) analytic functions of x, for all i.
Thus, it suffices to show the components Θi(x) of Θ are entire functions of x, i. e.
Θi(x) converges on an analytic x-chart Ux ⊂ Ad, 1 ≤ i ≤ d. We will treat only the
case d = 1 (the case d ≥ 2 is similar).
12)Up to interchanges xi ↔ xj .
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Pick an n-torsion point P ∈ Ux\{0} for some n ≥ 2. Then we have nΘi(P ) ∈ Λm
(see Example 3.20) by construction of Θ. This shows that Θi(x) is convergent on
Ux. 
Intermedia. In the preceding considerations, we have used essentially two kinds of
arguments, very much typical to the (rigid) uniformization theories. The first one
makes it possible to treat only the formal situation (i. e. that of formal schemes
etc.), employing the rigid topology of a complete ground field k when needed (see
[67], [68], [62], [64], [37], [74]). A model example is the Tate curve Eq := k
∗/qZ, q ∈
k, 0 < |q| < 1 (see [88, §6]), which is an elliptic curve with the j-invariant equal to
1
q
+744+196884q+. . . (this example had gotten further development in [67], [68] (cf.
Remark 1.13 above), where the rigid uniformization was established for the totally
degenerate curves and Abelian varieties). The second type of arguments, dealing
with char k > 0 and bringing a finer analysis into play, uses the “inner symmetry”
of k (as compared to the complex conjugation on k = C), that is the Frobenius
x 7→ xp, x ∈ k (cf. Example 3.8 and Remarks 3.2, 3.14). Classical illustration
in this case is the p-adic (or Serre –Tate if one prefers) uniformization found in
[35] (compare with constructions in [33], [49], [16]). Namely, there is a formal
scheme Ωˆd, parameterizing special formal OD-modules over various (nilpotent) R-
algebras (cf. 3.15). Here D is a central division algebra over k with invariant
1/d and OD ⊂ D is the ring of integers. Universal formal OD-module over Ωˆd
admits a (canonical) system of finite subgroups Γk, k ≥ 1, flat over Ωˆd, which
are the kernels of the multiplication by tk ∈ R (cf. Example 3.20). Now, taking
D to be the quaternion ring over Q, with maximal order OD, the schemes Γk
can be considered (up to compact factors) as (formal) modular curves, the latter
parameterizing special Abelian 2-dimensional OD-schemes (Cherednik’s theorem).
At this point, let us return to our model case d = 1, Ad = E being an elliptic
curve. This is done just to simplify the notations and the reader should consult the
discussion of the general (d ≥ 2) case at the end of this section. Further, we identify
E with its ordinary mod p reduction defined over Fp (cf. 3.10), thus regarding the
surface S := E × P1 as the curve E over the field k (the one at the beginning of
3.15).
Fix another prime ℓ 6= p and consider the ℓ-primary component GℓS ⊂ Gal(S) =:
Gal(Fp(S)/Fp(S)). Using “topological” Corollary 3.26 (applied to E/k) we are
going to describe GℓS (more or less) explicitly (see Proposition 3.28 below).
3.27. Structure of GℓS. Recall that we have constructed a one-to-one correspon-
dence between the points from E(ks∞) and some compact subset in A
1(ks∞). For
(x, y) ∈ E, the correspondence in question is given by an entire function Θ(x, y) on
E(ks∞), which yields a homeomorphism Θ : E(k
s
∞)
∼→ P1(ks∞).
Any Galois ℓ-cover c : E˜ −→ E (over ks) is determined by its ramification divisor
o1 + . . . + ol and the monodromy group Gc. Also, given a k-variety X , we have
Gal(X) = lim−→
U
πalg1 (U) for various Zariski open subsets U ⊂ X . This results in an
exact sequence
1→ Gal(X ⊗ ks)→ Gal(X)→ Gal(ks/k)→ 1
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(see e. g. [40, §8]) and a bijection
~ : GℓS → GℓP2
between the Galois ℓ-covers of E/k (≈ S) and P1/k (≈ P2). Indeed, given c : E˜ −→
E as above and the fact that Gℓ
P1
is pro-ℓ-free (see [75]), one constructs the Galois
cover ~(c) : P˜1 −→ P1 (over ks) as follows. First, letting E(ks∞) = Θ(P1(ks∞)),
we identify c with a topological covering of P1. Hence P1 is (topologically) a Gc-
quotient of E˜. Then we choose ~(c) to have the Galois group equal Gc and coincide
with c over an open subset of P1.13) Finally, using the presentation P1 = E˜/Gc,
one can see the definition of ~ is correct.
The next assertion is straightforward (its proof is left to the reader as an exercise):
Proposition 3.28. ~ is a group homomorphism.
Thus we obtain an (outer) isomorphism GℓS ≃ GℓP2 of groups. This creates the
grounds for applying results from anabelian birational geometry (see 3.29 and [11]
for relevant topics).
Intermedia. The previously constructed Θ points out (again) the “pathological”
nature of the char > 0 world (cf. [36], [70], [71], [63], [87]). Indeed, Θ provides an
“analytic” isomorphism between E and P1, though it does not induce an isomor-
phism of the underlying rigid analytic structures – otherwise E ≃ P1 as algebraic
curves by the (rigid) GAGA principle.14) In particular, the function Θ does not
belong to the Tate algebra of the local ring O0,E , i. e. if x ∈ O0,E is a local param-
eter and Θ =
∑
aix
i, ai ∈ ks∞, then |ai| 6→ 0 as i → ∞. However, in line with
Intermedia at the end of 3.23, our construction of the above isomorphism ~ is (a
sort of) a reminiscent of the approach developed in [75] to prove the (geometric)
Shafarevich’s (resp. Abhyankar’s) Conjecture. Indeed, in [75] one proceeds from
local to global, starting with a unit (rigid) disk D (a germ of local behavior) in
a given affine curve U/k¯, after what one constructs a Galois covering of D (rigid
Galois cover) and glues (analytically) all this data together, for various D ⊂ U , to
obtain a prescribed element in πalg1 (U). Canonicity (aka correctness) of this con-
struction is ensured by the existence of Galois cyclic covers of P1 \ {0,∞}, ramified
only at 0 and some other c ∈ k¯, with |c| < 1. The latter, in turn, follows simply
from the Kummer and Artin – Schreier theories – in contrast with the “analytic”
arguments of 3.23.
3.29. Concluding discussion. We now return to the ground field k = Fp.
The isomorphism GℓS
~≃ Gℓ
P2
and the main theorem of [76] yield a field F together
with (finite) Galois ℓ-extensions F ⊇ k(S), F ⊇ k(P2). More precisely, according
to [76] both k(S) and k(P2) have common purely inseparable closure, F pi say.
Then, using the canonical bijection Out
(
GℓS , G
ℓ
P2
) ↔ Aut(F pi) between the outer
isomorphisms of Galois groups and the field automorphisms/k (up to Frobenius
twists), we pick GℓS ≃ GℓP2 corresponding to id ∈ Aut(F pi), thus finding our F .
13)But the ramification divisor of ~(c) need not coincide with Θ(o1) + . . .+Θ(ol).
14)This principle (almost tautologically) leads to an isomorphism GℓS ≃ G
ℓ
P2
when E = k∗/qZ
is the Tate curve. So Proposition 3.28 (as well as its proof) may be considered as a generalization
of this fact (without direct appeal to the rigid GAGA).
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This results in a diagram
W
r
⑧⑧
⑧⑧
⑧⑧
⑧⑧
r′
  
❇❇
❇❇
❇❇
❇❇
S P2,
where both r, r′ are some Galois ℓ-covers (with isomorphic Galois groups acting
birationally on W ), superseded probably by p. i. maps. Furthermore, since there is
no a priori preference in the choice of the extension F ⊇ k(S), we pick the latter to
be such that r is unramified over generic fiber of the projection S −→ P1 (we are
neglecting the Frobenius action for the sheer transparency).
Fix some (generic) t0 ∈ k and consider Et0 = E × t0 ⊂ S. Let Ert0 be the
normalization of the scheme preimage r−1(Et0) in k(W ).
Lemma 3.30. Ert0 is an elliptic curve.
Proof. Suppose first that r is p. i. of degree pk for some k ≥ 1. Let us assume for
simplicity that k = 1. Then the extension k(W ) ⊇ k(S) is given by an equation
zp = f(x, y, t). Here t is a coordinate on P1, x, y are coordinates on the affine
model of E (cf. 3.1), z is an extra variable and f ∈ k(x, y, t). Replacing E = Et0
by E(p) (cf. Example 3.8), we get a morphism r1 : W −→ E(p) × P1 =: S1,
which is a prolongation of r via the natural (Frobenius) map S −→ S1. Now,
extension k(W ) ⊇ k(S1) is given by the equation zp = f(xp, yp, t), which im-
plies the normalization of r−11 (E
(p)) (= Ert0) is birational to E
(p). Indeed,
r−11 (E
(p)) coincides with the locus zp = f(xp, yp, t0), so that its normalization
is ≈ [graph of the function f(x, y, t0) on E].
We go on to the case of arbitrary r. One may assume w. l. o. g. that r is separable.
Then, by construction, the covering r : Ert0 −→ E is unramified, thus Ert0 is an
elliptic curve. 
Replace Et0 by a Frobenius twist of E
r
t0 if necessary to obtain the morphism r
′
∣∣
E
(cf. Lemma 3.30) is smooth. Again, assuming w. l. o. g. r′ to be separable, we find
that r′(E) = E/G for the Galois group G of the covering r′. Finally, since G is an
ℓ-group, with ℓ≫ 1 say, the quotient E/G is an elliptic curve. This shows (again)
that P2 is b.-H. (over Fp).
Intermedia. One may spot a similarity between the preceding considerations and
those of paper [10]. Recall that for any two smooth curves C, C¯ over k = Fp, p ≥ 3,
an isomorphism of pairs (C, J)→ (C¯, J¯) implies the corresponding Jacobians J and
J¯ are isogeneous (see [10, Theorem 1.2]). In particular, given a curve C of genus
> 4, the maximal abelian quotient GaK of the prime-to-p part of the Galois group
Gal(K/K), K := k(C), together with the collection I := {Iν}ν of inertia subgroups
Iν ⊂ GaK , determines the isogeny class of the Jacobian of C (see [10, Theorem 9.3]).
We recall that in the latter setting the isomorphism of pairs φ : (C, J) → (C¯, J¯)
implies that two natural actions of the Frobenius Frkp, k ≫ 1 (when both considered
in End(C)), on the Tate modules Tℓ(J), Tℓ(J¯) commute. The idea then is to reduce
to the case k = 1 and reconstruct an isogeny J −→ J¯ via [86]. Now, given two
isomorphic data (GaK , I) and (GaK¯ , I¯) for C and C¯, respectively, one essentially
recovers an isomorphism of pairs φ from isomorphic Div0’s.
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Remark 3.31. Note that the morphism r′ can not be purely inseparable. In-
deed, otherwise the surface W (hence also S) is rationally connected, which forces
S to be rational (for S is ruled). This shows in particular that the condition
Pic(X) = NS(X) in [12, Theorem 1] is actually necessary for the claim to be true
as stated (compare with [13]). Let us also remark that W may be considered as
a 2-dimensional analog of the universal curve found in [14]. This is another (sup-
porting) side of the “ideology” adopted in the present section in order to relate the
function fields k(P2) and k(S).
Up to this end all the arguments apply literarilly to
∏n
i=1Ei in place of E
(respectively, to
∏n
i=1Ei × P1 in place of S, Pn+1 in place of P2, etc.). Hence
Conjecture 1.11 would be proven once we showed the birational embedding r′ :∏n
i=1 Ei × t0 99K Pn+1, a priori defined over Fp, can be lifted to char 0.
Note at this point that r′ corresponds to a (n+1)-dimensional linear subsystem
⊆ H0(∏ni=1Ei,L) for some L ∈ Pic(∏ni=1 Ei ×k Fp). Then, since r′ is separable
and generically 1-to-1 on
∏n
i=1 Ei, it suffices to show that L admits a char 0 lifting.
The latter is easy when n = 1, for Pic(E) = Z⊕ Pic0(E), and in the case n ≥ 2 it
suffices to take Ei to be pair-wise non-isogeneous for all i, so that Pic
(∏n
i=1 Ei
)
=∏n
i=1 Pic(Ei). We leave this as an exercise to the reader. (Hint: use Example 3.11.)
4. Miscellania
4.1. We would like to conclude by discussing another, geometric, variant of the
point of view we have tried to advocate throughout the paper, namely that “an
Abelian variety An with many symmetries is (birationally) close to Pn, after one
mods out An by these symmetries.” As a model illustration, we took An := E1 ×
. . .×En, with elliptic curves Ei defined over a global field k having char k = p > 0,
and acted this An by (various powers of) the Frobenius. Then the upshot of our
thesis in this case are the results of subsections 3.23, 3.27 and 3.29. Geometric
counterpart of this ideology is as follows.
Consider An := En, where E is an elliptic curve over k = C, and identify An
with Hom(Λ, E) for a full lattice Λ ⊂ Rn. Thus there is a natural GL(n,Z)-action
on An. More specifically, we consider R ⊂ GL(n,Z), a reflection group, for which
one can form the quotient Q := En/R. Then it is expected (in accordance with the
edifice from the last paragraph) that variety Q should be “close to rational.”
Example 4.2. Classically, when Λ is the lattice w. r. t. the (reduced irreducible)
root system for a Weyl group R, it was shown in the beautiful paper [56] that Q
is a weighted projective space. More precisely, let Λ span the linear space V , so
that n = dimV is the rank of the corresponding root system. Let α ∈ V be the
highest root and α∨ ∈ V ∗ be its dual. This α∨ is a root in the dual root system
and we can write α∨ =
n∑
i=1
giαi for the basic roots αi and some gi ∈ N. Then
Q = P(1, g1, . . . , gn).
The setting of Example 4.2 was generalized further in [52]. Namely, it was shown
in [52] (among other things) that the quotient of an Abelian variety An by a finite
group G ⊂ Aut(An) is rationally connected iff the G-action on the tangent space
T0(A
n) is irreducible and violates the Reid –Tai property (see [52, Corollary 25]).
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In particular, Weyl groups from Example 4.2 (with An = En) are like this, but at
the same time the following question seems to be out of reach (cf. [52, Section 5]):
Question K-L. Let An = En and G be as in Example 4.2, but suppose now that
G is any finite group acting (isometrically, say) on Λ, with induced G-action on
T0(A
n) irreducible and non-RT. Is then the quotient X := An/G rational (or at
least unirational)?
Note that positive answer to Question K-L might give an alternative way of
proving Conjecture 1.11 (for one may choose a general Abelian hypersurface At ⊂
An and proceed as in the proof of Corollary 1.19). Let us outline how one could
answer Question K-L for complex crystallographic reflection groups.
Fix the quotient map q : Y := En −→ Y/G = X and write
(4.3) 0 = KY ≡ q∗
(
KX +
∑
i
ri − 1
ri
Ri
)
for some ri ∈ Z≥0 and Ri ∈ Weil(X) (Hurwitz formula). Note that #Ri = n + 1
by the assumption on G (see the list in [77]).
Consider a G-invariant divisorH := q∗(OX(1)) ∈ Pic(Y ). The Appell –Humbert
theorem (see [65]) identifies H with a positive definite Hermitian form I on Cn
such that Im(I) is skew-symmetric and Z-valued on the lattice Λ ⊗Z H1(E,Z)
(= H1(Y,Z) canonically). Note also that I is G-invariant by construction. In
particular, since the G-representation Cn = H1(Y,Z) ⊗ C is irreducible, the form
I is unique (up to a constant multiple), which implies that Pic(X) = Z and X is a
log Fano (see [46]). Our intention here is to prove that X is toric. In order to do
this we employ the following:
Conjecture 4.4 (V.V. Shokurov). Let X be a normal Q-factorial algebraic variety
with a Q-boundary divisor D =
∑
diDi (0 ≤ di ≤ 1 and Di are prime Weil divisors)
such that
• the divisor −(KX +D) is nef,
• the pair (X,D) is log canonical.
Then the estimate
∑
di ≤ rk Pic(X) + dimX holds. Moreover, the equality is
achieved iff the pair (X, xDy) is toric, i. e. X is toric and xDy is its boundary.
Recall that Conjecture 4.4 had been verified in the case Pic(X) = Z (see [79,
Corollary 2.8]) and so we can apply it to ourX = Y/G (see [47] for further discussion
of Conjecture 4.4 and its variations). Namely, fix some generator OX(1) of Pic(X),
so that Ri = OX(rimi) in (4.3) for some integers mi ≥ 1 and all i. Then to
show that X is toric it suffices to establish the pair (X,
∑
i
Ri,X) is log canonical
for generic Ri,X ∈ |OX(ri − 1)| (recall that #Ri = n + 1, i. e. we handle all the
conditions in Conjecture 4.4, except for the lc one). The latter, in turn, is easily
seen to be equivalent to the same statement about Y in place of X and generic
G-invariant divisors Ri,Y ∈ |Hri−1| in place of Ri,X , respectively. Then we can
construct G-invariant theta characteristics θi corresponding to Ri,Y exactly as in
[56, §4], taking I to be the Coxeter matrix w. r. t. G, say. At this point, one can do
without knowing algebraic relations between θi in the ring
⊕
m≥0H
0(Y,Hm) (as
it was in [56]), and all one has to check is that the loci θi = 0 (for all i and generic
θi) determine a log canonical pair.
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Remark 4.5. Obviously, the remaining assertion one is left with (in order to prove
that X is toric) is easier to deal with and applies in the more general setting,
compared to the the proof of Theorem 3.4 in [56]. However, the preceding arguments
can only show that X is a fake weighted projective space (see [48]), lacking the
explicit description of X in terms of G as in Example 4.2.
4.6. Regrettably, due to the lack of space and the author’s competence we could
not touch many other topics, concerning (both birational and biregular) geometry
of Abelian fibrations. We thus restrict ourselves to simply stating some of these
(together with formulation of relevant problems), hoping the technique (and results)
of the present paper (in interaction with methods of the articles we are going to
mention) will bring further insight and development to this beautiful subject.
(A) In view of Conjecture 1.11 and constructions in Section 3, it would be
interesting to find out whether an Abelian fibration f : Pn 99K B, with
dimX ≥ dimB + 2, is isotrivial, and if it is not, does it possess a sec-
tion. Again, comparing with the n = 2 situation, one should not expect
“many” (up to birational equivalence) non-isotrivial f ’s, while for isotriv-
ial ones there should exist a complete (effective?) description (cf. Exam-
ple 1.12). Leaving the non-isotrivial problem (which is of the existence-type
and should be the most difficult) silently aside, for isotrivial f the case of
particular interest is when dimB is small, say dimB ≤ 2. If this holds, one
may apply the technique of [55] for example to estimate the Mordell –Weil
group, discriminant locus, etc. for the desingularized f .
(B) The method of Section 3 is implicit and it would be interesting to construct
Abelian fibrations on rational varieties explicitly (as we have attempted to
do in 4.1). Classically, there are Horrocks –Mumford Abelian surfaces in
P4 (see [43]). This result was extended in [44] to find Abelian surfaces in
P1× P3, then in P(OP2 ⊕OP2(1)⊕OP2(1))) (see [80]), etc. In the beautiful
papers [38], [39], one finds pencils of Abelian surfaces lying on Calabi –Yau
3-folds, and for a birational construction (of rational fibrations on P5 by
degree 3 nodal surfaces) we refer to [89]. On this way, one obtains a source
of explicit examples of Abelian fibrations on Pn, n≫ 1.
(C) We would like to distinguish/characterize b.- H. structures on a rationally
connected X (= Pn for instance) by existence of a certain sheaf L on X
with particular values of ci(L), rk L, etc. Also we would like to know how
b.- H. behaves under small deformations. See [50] for relevant discussion
and results.
(D) Finally, it might be of some interest (and use) to compare the matters in
(A), (B), (C) with similar ones for symplectic (or Poisson, or . . .) mani-
folds in place of rational varieties (see [3], [81] for an overview of related
problems).
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